Introduction
“Madaraka” is the Swahili word for self-determination. Article 2 of the United Nations 1960
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples states: “all
peoples have the right to self-determination; by virtue of that right they freely determine
their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.”
However, the conditions of economic development and democracy have been profoundly
and adversely affected by “economic globalization”, particularly due to the tremendous
increase in the power of corporations relative to that of communities and labour. 1
Corporations are presently “the dominant institutional force at the centre of human activity
and the planet itself.”2 A 2002 report from the Institute of Policy Studies revealed that
fifty-one of the top one hundred economic units in the world are corporations, not countries,
while the world’s top two hundred corporations account for almost a quarter of the
total measured economic activity of the entire world.3 Hence, economic globalization may
be more aptly referred to as “corporate globalization.”
However, corporate globalization poses serious problems for communities and the
environment, largely due to “the lack of constraints and accountability that current political
economic models favour.”4 Large-scale projects generally subordinate the rights of those
affected to “the agendas of corporate interests and the logic of the market.”5 Transnational
corporations (TNCs) often pay lip service to the guidelines contained in legislation, while many
governments are either unable to ensure that these companies comply with regulations or
wilfully turn a blind eye to infractions, thereby “leaving affected communities with no
recourse or access to justice.”6
Such impunity arises from what has been called the “governance gap” – or “enforcement
vacuum”7 – which is defined as a lack of sanctioning and reparation.8 The “governance gap”
is also referred to as the “regulatory gap,” which results from the lack of binding rules or
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regulations, especially at the global level.9 A key part of the problem is the legal framework
that regulates the activities of corporations, whereby parent companies and their subsidiaries
are considered to be distinct legal entities, generally rendering the former not liable for
wrongs committed by the latter.10
Corporations are generally structured to remain free of any legal responsibility to operate in
moral, humane, or any other ways that are beneficial to communities, workers, or the
environment.11 Corporations are institutions that are based on three main principles: the
absolute need to make profits; the need to grow continuously and expand in terms of territory
and functionality; and their need to remain as unrestricted as possible in their operations. 12
In fact, corporations not only exist exclusively to maximize returns to their shareholders,13
they are designed to extract and concentrate this wealth into the hands of a few. 14
In addition, rather than generating substantial and uninterrupted revenue flows at
predictable levels, or providing employment and infrastructure that can help build nationally
integrated markets to meet domestic requirements, resource dependence has primarily
served the interests of TNCs.15 Indeed, “the dynamics of imperialism, promoted by TNCs in
the political and economic internationalization of capital, continue to shape the relations
between mineral economies and the international economy.”16 In the context of economic
globalization – characterized by liberalisation, privatisation and deregulation – extractive
projects mainly enable wealthy TNCs to extract resources and profits from poor nations.
Consequently, the most significant impact of corporate globalization has been excessive
inequality worldwide. Almost half of the world’s wealth is owned by the richest 1% of the
population. Even within the industrialized countries, the rich-poor gap continues to grow. For
example, the United States is the world’s richest country, yet it has the widest gap between
the rich and the poor.17 Moreover, according to the U.S.’s Central Intelligence Agency (CIA),
economic/corporate globalization will create an “even wider gap between regional winners
and losers than exists today.”18
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Pursuant to the above, the entire structure of modern civilization is derived from or depends
on the use of natural resources; which include land, water, minerals, fossil fuels, forests,
marine resources, and biological resources. Without them, we would have no skyscrapers, no
planes, no ships, no cars, no bridges, no weapons, no electronics, no consumer products, no
central heating, no air-conditioning and none of the provisions of running water and sewage
disposal that we take for granted.19
Corporate globalization depends on the Earth’s natural resources for its very existence, thus
opening up the natural resource market to satisfy increased volumes of global trade,
transport, communication, and the increasing affluence that it creates. 20 Furthermore, since
corporate globalization is solely based on the principle of economic growth, corporations
must constantly produce and sell products, as well as continually prowl the marketplace in
search of profits, in order to achieve continual growth.21
However, one feature of resource extraction is that all reserves are inevitably depleted over
time, as their output gradually declines. Extractive companies must therefore continually
discover or acquire new reserves in order to sustain a fairly stable output during the course
of their operations.22 As resource extraction intensifies, the total available supply of many key
materials will also diminish, leading to a corresponding increase in prices and increased
conflict over critical resources such as oil, uranium, and certain rare earth metals.23
Community resistance is then framed as a security threat that can potentially interrupt access
to strategic resources – an argument that often informs the penchant to label those who
mount such resistance as “terrorists.”24
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